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SOPHOMORE NAMED TO EDIT NEWS
Mothers Of Sophomores
Military Order
·
To Be Guests At

Outgoing Editor- Of News
And Sophomore Successo,.

·Elevates Five . Booklovers
'Dhe N:ovem:ber meeting of the
Cadet Officers Book1overs'
Association of ·Xavier University will. 1be 'held in
the lol1by of the Biology Build.X. O.M.M. Awards Four· ing on Wednesday, Nov. 17, art;
2 P. M.
Mrs. Louis J. Tuke,
ragere T 0 Geers, .Rie1• the president wil:l preside.
ly Dooley Kennedy Following the business session,
'
'
' Mrs. Bertha Kiohlhoff, chairman
And Schn1idt.
of the Program Committee, will
introduce the speaker of the afternoon, Rev. Raymond J. Gray,
Corps Day on No'vember 9th S. J., whose subject will be:
was made a ceremonious one, "HiS1tory in the Making." Father
·with the decoration of five of Gray, newly appoin'ted history,
th
d t f x · , F' ld Ar , profeS1Sor ait · Xavier University,
avier s ie .
- received his Bh. D. degree at
. e ca e s o
tillery Corps.
Y:ale Universiity, and his M. A.
In the presence of the entire degr.ee at St. Louis Univers~ty.
unit, Captain Edward J. KenneAll m~thers of sophomore study, Jr., Captain Edward J. denits will be special g1:1ests of
.
.
.
.
honor at the tea and social hour
Geers,, First Lieutenant Rlich- which wfill :llollow the lecture.
ard L. Dooley ,Second Lieutenant Mrs. George Oveiibeck, Chairman
William J. Rielly, and First Ser- of the Hospi'talitty Commitltee,
geant Richard T. Schmidt were has asked those mothers of sophformally elevated t-o the Xavier omore students who ar.e me~..
.
hers of the Booklcwers' Assoc1a.Order of Milltary Merit, and dee- tion to assist her i-n welcoming
orated with the crimson fourra- the newcomers whose sons are
· gere. that is the mark of t-he or- their sons' classmates.
ganization.
.
Cadet Adjutant Geers read the
official proclamation to the Corps
as it was drawn up at attention

Will Succeed Kennedy
In Editorial Post.
Claude J. Pernin Schol·
ar Prominent In Cain·
pus Activities.

EDWARD J. KENNEDY, JR.
RAYMOND J. WILSON, JR.
---------------.--.:...----------

Candidates For west
Point And Annapolis
Frank L. Luken and Joseph E.
Oarney, arts sophomores, and
CharJ.es E. .Hughes, ex-Xavier
studenlt took a qualifying e:xiaminaltion at the U. S. ·Civil Service

Xavier Dads

~~~e~r~~:~~~visi!~sst;;.e;~r:: .Will. Me.et. T

on..
.
0
agraph 81, Corps Regulations, the
following members of the Xavier Corps of cadets, haying dis'."
tinguished themselves by exceptional merit in that Corps, are Nine Vacant Positions
hereby elevated to membership
in the Xavie'r Order of Military
Will Be Fi 11 e d At
Merit.
•
"And it is further provided
D OWlltOWll M eetJng.
that their names b.e engraved on
the roster of the Order,
A general meeting of the Xa·And that they wear ·on the left vier University Dad's Club at
Shoulder as a Persona 1 m a r k Of which officers for the new yea:r
distinction, the red fourragere of will be elected is to be held
~he Order."
·
",Presentation of the decorations Wednesday evening, November
17, in the Cafeteria of St. Xavier
was made by an official party
1 Seventh and Sycaconsisting of Rev. Dennis F. High Schoo•
more
Streets.
Burns, S. J., 'President af Xavier
The affair will be a dinnerUniversity and Commander-in- meeting and will .begin at 6 : 30
Chief of the Oorps, Major .~· M. • lo k
J 0 J s hmidt h · _
H~:rper, Profess?r. of . Military -~~n 9of- the di~nerc arrange~:::ts
'd th t the St x ·
H' h
Science and Tactics, MaJor Frank
Camm, recentlr. promoted assist- sai
a
. ·
avier
ig
ant professor, Captain George E. School cafeteria was cho~en beWrockloff, military 1nstructar, ~ause of ~he central lo~ation. It
Cadet Majcir Robert F. Meyer, ~s convenient to the business men
Corps Commander.
Lieutenant in the downto":"n ar~a who can
Cornelius Z. Byr·d 0 f Fort Thom- go _to the meetmg directly from
•
.
their offices.
as, Kentucky, was present as ·a
Th
ti
. b h Id
guest.
.e e1ec on wi11 e e . acThe honored cadets were se- cardii;ig .to the . newly . revised
lected for the honor by special constitution .whic~ provides for
election a! the Order at its meet- a. board of nme directors. Can·. ing last Friday.
Selection wrus d~dates to be .voted upon for the
made f.rom a field of eligiJble ca- nine places. o:i the Board are as
dets submitted to the Order by follows: Wilham J. F ..Roll, ~nthe Professor of Military Science thony C. Elsa.esser, Nichol~ J.
and Tactics
·
Janson, Adam F. Meyer, Loms J.
·
Tuke, John Feck, Dr. James T.
Clear, Vincent H. Beckman, J. J.
·Schmidt, .J. B. Moorman, Edward
Harper, •Joseph. H. Warndorf,
Don 1C. Moore, Arthur Linz, Dominic S.c:huh, Leonard C. GartJ .. Wilson, and
1ner. Raymond
Harry Miller:
Saturday .:.._ Ye 11 ow Jackets
Adam F. Meyer is chai:rman af
meet Muskies in migration spec- the entertainment committee for
tacle at Berea . . . Monday-Ac- the meeting.
Rev. O'. J. Lativity program to be outlined at )PlanteJ IS. J.., newlY' awointed
second meeting of Sodality in moderator, will make an address.
Room 10. Martimas Highday at
Letters of invitation were put
Tavern ... Tu~day-Meeting of in the mail this week containing
prospective Musketeer Staff return cards.
The committee
members at 12:20 ••• Clef Club requires that reservations · be
rehearsal at Union House . . . ma.de because of the dinner prepWednesday - Booklovers to hear arations.
Fr. Raymond J. Gra:y, S. J., at
An appeal for membership.
monthly meeting . . . 'l1hursday dues for 1938 is also contained
-..:ilntra~emester exa~ tbegin.
in the letter of invitation.

~;;~i~:ir:~~s. ~~- .-c=~;~;~~J~~

Choose B Oard ·sc~o?ls.
· L).lken applied for adrrussion to ·the Unilted States
Military Academy,' while Carney

In the AIR •..
'HERE &-THERE·

Raymond J. Wilson
Xavier High Grad
Is A·ppoinfed

·and Hughes· applied for entrance
.to the Naval .&cademy at Annapolis;
In the evenit that any of the
studen'ts were successful in. tihe
t't'
·
·
th ·
compe i lVe examinat10n,
eir
entra!)ice into the albove schooiB
would be_.contingent on their appointment by the. Congvessi,onal
representative from the first or
second Congressional_ District.

p atna. .D. erby.
·

M a.y· B. e H e}d
B
· s0 d a 1•Ity
· y

Plans To Hold Reception
Into Sodality Being
Made For December.

c 0 n s t 1· tu t1• 0 n

Causes. Heated
D•
· •
l s cu s s I 0 n s
Han~alian
.,,i\nd
. .
.

Midden·
.
dorf Debate On· Prom·
inent Question In Meet·
ing Of Heidelberg Club
\

Heated discussions e-0ncerning the formation of ·a new constitution, in. the Heidelberg German Club occupied most of the
meeing last Tuesday evening at
·
the second session of ·the c. luib
this semester in the Palace Hotel.
Th f
· ·
e ormer constitution being
consider_ed antiquated inasmuch
as it contained numerous ·amendments, it was voted at· the preview; meeting to draw up a new
set of ar.ticles, which was presented las_t Tuesday evening.
',
1In the midst of the discussion
on the accepting and rejecting of
the various items in the new con-

stitution a two-man deibate between Francis T. Hanrahan and
Donald G. Middendorf followed
th
'tt'
t
1 f
e proposa o permi mg s uEdward J. Kennedy, Jor., pre- dents not studying German at the
feet of the Sociality, announced time, to hold office in the organithat the organiz.ation will hold zation. The proposal was, howits see-0nd meeting ne:ict Monday ever, voted into the constitution.
~n Room 1,0 of the Library BuildAmong other debated topics-at
mg.
the meeting were the statements
The various committtees form- to the effect .that only students
ulated at the initial meeting lo who are attendin'g German classprovide personnel for. the mani-. es at X~~ier b~ eligi)?le . for
fold activities of the Sodality membership-which was dropwill render a report of their ped entirely-and that the office
progress.
of presidency be reserved far se· There will also be an open nior members of. the dub. ·
floor discussion as to whether the
After the busmess _was called
Sodality should manage ,the to a cl~se by the president, Alex
"Batna Dertby" which in former ,w. GrliSwold, Prof. Jbhn Grayears was conducted by Rev. F. ber, m.oderator of th:e club gave a
E Welfle S J
.short mtroductory talk on a few
·
' · ·
historical facts cannected with
1!t will ~lso be proposed that, the story of Mafy Stuart.
He
the Sodahty attempt, through spent the r~mainder of the evenFa·ther Sellmey~r, .the·mode.l'at~r, ing reading from his translation
to sec~re permission to hold i.ts int-o ~nglish poetry of Schiller's
reception of new memlbers m play· .in blank verse· entitled
December.
..
. ~'Mary. Stwart." . ·
'.Ilhe Sodality will pUJblish a ·ll'his is but one of the several
definite schedule of meetings in German masterpieces willich Mr.
order t-o avoid conflicting with Graiber has translated into Engthe assemblies of other societies. lish.

Succeeding Edward J. Kenne-·
dy, Jr., an arts sophomore Raymond J. Wilson, Jr., will take
over the editorship of the Xavier
University News with the next
issue.
Wilson, who .becomes the second sophomore editor in the history of the Xavier student newspaper, was appointed Monday by
the Rev. Urban H. Killacky, S.
J., moderator of the University
publications.
The new editor
held the position of News Editor
prior ta his appointment, having
been a member <>f the staff since
rergistering at Xavier lru;;t year.
Wilson has distinguished himself in extra-curricular affairs
on the campus, being a member
of Mermaid Tavern, Xa'Vier University Dante Club, Philopedian
Society, and the"'Cliess Cltib. As
a freshman Wilson was manager
of the freshman debating. team,
and served as an alternate in the
annual Vevkamp Debate.
..A. graduate of 1St. Xavier
High School of this city, Wilson
·is the recipient of the initial
Claude J". Per n i n Memorial
Schalarship, which is the award
of the Order of The Sword and
Plume, honorary graduate fraternity.
While in high school.
Wilson served as editor of the
Scrivener, student quarterly lit~rary i;nagazine, and was managing editor of The Pictorial in his
junior year.
The editor-elect is the son af
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. Wilson, Forest A'Ve., Hartwell, Ohio.
Kennedy gave no reason for
di~continuing in his · capac~ty as
ed~tor. Under the new policy of
publications Wilson wiU serve as
ed'itor the equivalent of one semester. The present staff will
remain unchanged, at least temporarily,

Post At Capital· Fo1·
Alumnus, Journal·
ist, Cosmopolite
One of the most interested
spectators at the Homecoming
game last Saturday aJiternoon
was Anch'ue L •. Bertling who saw
·the Musketeers· in action for the
first time in eleven years.
Bertling who returned to · C'in·
cinnati last week from journalistic work abroad gradua.ted fr.om
Xavier in 19-26 and was the first
editor of The Athenaeum.
He also woiiked for the Ass-0·
ciaited Press in Paris, Geneva,
and !Rome. Re spent seve:ral
months with the Hallan troops in
Ethiopia and wrote numerous
artkles on the activities of Pope
Fl.iux XI.
Bertling, a novelist, is a member of the Mermaid Tavern. He
will assume new duties soon with ·
the As&ociated Press staff in
Washingibon.
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Scribe .Ahsw~rs· Question. Of · Stude~ts .Con- ROTC Cadets Decemher 10
•
Large · Attendance . ln Universities Participate Date Set For
cern1ng
Dis.cusses European Ed· for the soclal advantages. which vier answered that he wanted to
In parade Mili., tary... Ba.ll
• al S
I it presents. .
fresh- become a cultured gentleman
F~atentlties,

ystem ll man hops, JUruor proms, class
COm parISon
•
W"th
Am• sen~.
days (also afternoon teas) pre.l
a .great deal of color and a
erican Institutes 0 f wh1~l~nd of fuI_l· In so~e uni.
.
versitles the social functions are
Higher Learning.
so numerous that Mfe there is an

and to practice law in the future.
He thought that a college educa- N" t
h .n.." r m i• 8 t IC
• e Oh nny Lewis
. Selected
.
tkin would give him a broader · ine eent
outlook on life because of his
Day Observed This ..4 To Play For Formal
co!}ltacts with . fellow students
•
f_rom scattered places and also
M.; Major F. A. Camm A tHall Of Mirrors.
almost complete round of pleas- ensure him an income larger
'
·
ure! barred only by examination tha:n tbat of the man. without a
Heads Convoy 0/ U. S•
. BY C. F. HOLLEY
penods.
college educati.on. ·
..4
T
Fl'iday, December 10 will mark
Today, in the United States
Another will go to: college to
rmy rucks.
the Second Annual MiUt.a""'
we have over a million and ~ p1ay football or to engage in .some
Reasons For Attending
• .,
half men and women in our col- type of aithletics in which he exHis reasons for going to colX .
.
.
BaN; which will be held again
leges and universities. Thls fig- c7ls. This person was a_star in lege are thooe of the majority in sent~~i~r y;ive~sitf was rep~e- this Y~r in the HaH of Mirrors
ure is very large when we con- hig~ -s<:hool days, who illltends to attend:an.ce in our colleges and t'
· m
e nme. eenth ~is- at the Netherland Plaza. Johnny
sider the proportion of college mamtam or ev:n ex:pand that uniyersities. They believe that t~cee ~ti ::;ade this morrun.g, by Lewis and his orchoora, popustudents to the tot.al population aura of glory with. which popu- their chances of success in life Unit
c
ra~n field Artillery Iar in Cincinnati coll e ·
in Eur-0pe, long held up as the lar accla!m had crowned him. are greater with four years of .
· Th7
0. _T. C. was
.
· eg C'lrcles
.seat of education. Just why is it, Or he might 'be only a mediocre college behind them. Such is
Di'VlSlon of
parreason of appearances both
we ask ourselves that so many athlete whose hope· for collegiate the common e~perien'ce since f
.fj~h moved at 10:30 o clock m the Restaurant Continental
.Aimericans go to col:l.ege when gl:ory is based upon the saying over sixty per cent of those list- rom . erty and Race Streets.
and on the Gibson Roof as well
only. a relatively smaJl numlber that "the stars m Mgh school do ed in "Who's Who in America"
iMaJor Arthur M: Haryer, as numerous fratJerni'ty and sorobtam. a college education in the not .always make the best play- are colfoge graduates. The Unit- ~.M.S. an~ T. of ~~vier JJmver or.ity dances will
.d th
countries beyond the , Atlantic ers m college.
ed States Bureau of Educat!ion sity, ~~ .m the Military Person. f
pr.ovi '? . e
span?
.
furthermore maintains that a nel D1vis1on. at the head of the m~s1c ~r the dance. Ad.m1ss1on
In the first place th E
Classmate Plays Aga.mst Harvard man with a college education parade. MaJor Frank Camm was price will be two dollars per
system of educaiu;n i~ r::~~:~~~
A classmate of the wl'liter at a has 949 chances out of a thou- m command of_ the Xavier unit. couple.
.:
tensive and more thorough in the northern high school wanted to sand of making a name- for him'Dhe R. 0. T. C. band marched Cadets: Major Robert Mey.er -grades leading up to the college go
co.Uege mainly
play
in his
line of work, at the head. of the Xavier com1st· Lieuts.
level. Furthermore, the Euro- against a Harvard team m foot- while a man with only an ele- ponent. The cadets followed in Riclly, Rich-ard Doo:J.ey, Frank
:pean system tends to w.eed out ball. !By .hard wovk he made the mentary school education has but a. convoy of army trucks. The Dalton; First Srgit. Richard
tb.e ranks of the students so that ~rosh eleven at a Jesuit college ~ur chances out of a correspon- size of the trucks limited the Schmidt; and Prvts. Robert Weionly the intellectual cream of in the East and played against ding number.
·
number o~ students who took part gand .and John Nolan form the
their nations win be offered to the Harvard fr,osh . . As a sopho- •In general, we may state that t? a~prox1mately 140. Participa- committee on arrangements for
their universities. Thus a col- more, he :play.ed agamst the Har- the reason a million and a h:alf tion ~n the parade was voluntary, the dance.
A part of the novel program
lege education over there is n-ot vard varsity-and .broke his hip. of Americans attend college >b~t m accordance with the sigsupposed to be for the masses 'l\hat was the end of his foot/ball yeatily because they an'ticipatJe nificaz;ce of the holiday every stu- ~eing planned by the committee
lbut for the aristocratic and high~ days and, incidentally, his col- success .in various aspects And de~t m the R. 0. T. C. consid- 1s an effort to place a FrenC'h
er classes and the intelligentsia. rege days.
the reason that such lar.ge · num- ered it a duty and an 01bligation. "7•5" in the Netherland lobby.
The wave of democracy has not
Another individual goes to bers go to college is, as Dean
Because the parade was sched- Contrary to previous anas Yet struck high enough on the college. because he i:; too young He.rlb7rt E. Hawkes of Columbia uled. to begin at 10:30 o'clock, the nounce:me~ts, o~l'Y those. studients
~bores of Europe to wash away ~o mer;.t a r:espons.1.b'le position puts. it, "~ result of the Ievel.hlng Xav~er Cadets ~sembled on a~pearmg m uruform will be adm any great measure the bar- immed~ately after high ·school of the socia~ classes that our dem- Marion Avenue, directly behind mitted to the dance.
riers between the classes.
graduation. His parents wanit ocratic form of g.overnment and the F1.ieldhouse, and left at 9:30
Why Attend College'7
him to have a further respite social order has •brought about." o'clock. The trucks transported
Someone once said "Compli. Wh . .t
·
from the hard knocks of life and
the students to Liberty and Race ments are like perfumes, to be
. 'lli Y is i, we repeat, t~at some send .him to Siwash.
Streets, where the Third Divi· inhaled, not swallowed."
.
to college to Alumni Vacancies
iiisiiiiioiiiiniiiiiaiiissiiiieiiiimiiiiibiiiiliiieiiiidiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.
UCatiOD

J

Xav~e: ~·

~~eth~ purd

~

~o

sel~

:in;nt:1~~e~~1f t~e;~~~~s a~ ~othe~ w~ll ~~.
arlbroa~ setnse, llwe believe, they :~~ac\~1~\n 1~:1au ~~~e aria~f
a e going o co ege because de·
'

mocracy .has opened new vistas
!for them, because ·,busine.SS and
industry are demanding collegetrained men and women in
short, because a coHege education is modern and progressive
Jndividual.s, now, have nume~ous reason for going to colle e
although they may go .for 0~~
main reason. \rn general, a person goes to college for one dominant purpose substantiated 'by
several secondary motLves.
For exiample, a petite junior
from Our Lady of Cincinnati
College informed- the writer that
she went to college in order to
eventually become a gr.eat chemist and incidentally to enjoy the
thrills of college life.
However, such 1s not the case
with every!pody. One student
may be rear.ed in an atmosphere
which stresses a college etluca·tion. He is without choice, it
would seem, where college is
concerned for that is a mat~r
definitely as well as previously
settled by his parents. This attitude is particuitarly common
among college-,tra-ined parents.
Matter ()f Tradition
Then again, a student may go
to college because all of his
friends are g-0ing and his "set"
~ould be broken up by his staying at home. Another mi·ght go
because his father was a Harvard man an~ "for generations
the Joneses have been Har·vard
men." To break the tradition
and leap for the nearest jdb after high &eho.ol graduation would
l)e like smashing the family china
or drawing flowing mustachios
on the painting of great-grandfather in his Revolutionary general's regal!ia. iFor such a one,
the best way to preserve tranquillity at home (and an unbroken ·allowance also) is to carry on
the noble tradition. .
·
There is another type of student who attends coJ.Uge mainly

JULIUS A. LOHR, B. s;' P.
.

TBE FAVORITE ·BA.ll.BEB
OF TJIE OAMJ.>US.

3757 Montgomery Road
Two Barbera In ·Attendance:
~

q-~-Q_U_D_ti(9

the g.ll'lls and . most of 0e boys
look ~P to Johnny w1~h heroworship .because of .his loud
clohtes, his. sport roadster, and
tI:e fact th.at the coach deemed
htm good enough ~ send him in
ro.r the last two minutes of the
Di.shwater Co~ege game when
State was leading by only four
touc~downs.
In th~e small
towns, a college man is .a hero
and extremely popular wi.Jth the
so~called weaker sex.
Most. ,Desire Education
.
•
While almost every college has
a.t least one of the above..,yuentloned types, by far the greatest
percentage of the student body
go ?eca~e ·they desire education
-either m se or per se or both.
:w?en a;;ked his reason for obtammg higher educa.tion a Liber.al AI'ts sophomore here at Xa-

chos~

th~

~Y

c~airman;

Wi~

iiiiiiiiiiiiBiii•iiiiiTiihiiiie~Liiiios~A~n;ge;;;l~e;s;C;o~ll;·e~gi~a~n.~

Filled .By Elections
· Vaoancies occurring on the
Board of Governors of the Xavier. University Alumni Association will be filled ·as· the result of
the election held in connection
w.i.ith the Homecoming celebration last week.
-The fo1lowing were elected for
three-year terms: Judge C,larence E. Spraul, '08; ThO'lru!S M.
Geoghegan, '02;. Louis J. Tuke,
'08; . Edward T. Hurley, '87;
Jiames P. Bolger, '29; Thomas A.
Gallagher, '17.
The ·organization meeting of
the board at which officers for
the new year wm be elected is
to be held early in December.
Retiring Go.vernol'IS iare: Anthony C. Elsaesser, President of
the Association; Dr. Edward J.
McG11ath;· Paul 'D. Cain, Harry J.
Gilligan, and John J. O'Hara.

r;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;:;;;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;~~;,;~~;;;;;;,

Just Say:
"UNIVERSITY. ·
.-

NIGHT"

I

and she'll say

"All Right!"
MONDAY -NOV. 15th-ANOTHER

University Night
in the

llorrntint ~oom

•
Herman
Kirschners
Orchestra

·'

. Hotel Gibson
Ballroom
Favors-Decorations

\

per

Uernie Cummins
Bernie Cummins also plays for Cocktail Hour,
Dinner, Supper and Saturday Luncheon Dancing.

•
$2

where the Big Apple Man is

I

couple

T1!-anksgiving Night

.•. /.. . >< ••'ff•• · .·

/

<

'~HOTE;tl,:Hil:ssnn
2:so . . · · ·
· Cl~CINNA'-rfs

<

\

LARGEST ... Room~}rom

·. H.:·FUL.:LER STE·V'E'NS;

General M.anager _ ·
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Former ·Captain F·rank Camm Promoted
The Rank Of Major 'In· U. S. Army
Enlitsed In Se'l'vice Annual Staff To
For Twenty Years A.Jter
Meet On Friday
Graduating With Law
Tentative arrangements, anDegree Fl·om V. U.
nounced Vincent E. Smith, editor of -the "Musketeer," are being
drawn up with printers and enBY WM. J. F. ROLL, JR.
graver&.
The different activiAnother step was realized last ties and scenes .of the campus are
wee~t in the military career of also
being photographed this
Xavier's Field Artillery officers. week.
An important meeting
of the prospective staff members
of the annual will be held on
Friday, November. 12, in Room
No. 10 at 12:20 P. M.

1

MAJOR FRANK A. CAMM, F. A.

Promotion to the rank of Major

was given to the former Captain
Frank Camm.
ThiS advance in rank is another
milestone for Major Camm,
marking as it does the comple-,
tion of the many duties and assignments which fall to the lot
of an army officer within a period
of twenty years.
Bold D ce In Law
egr

Major Camm attended the- University of 'Virginia, from which
~e was graduat~ with a degre:e
m Law. Immecllately upon h1s
graduation, in 1917, he enlisted·
in the arm of the United· Sltaltes
A'r!Iny in which he now serves:
th F'1 Id Artillery.
e .e
.
.
iDuring the World V(ar h1s unit
wa~ ordered to. France, and ~he
Ma3or saw service on the figMmg
- front.
With the War ended Camm returned to America and began an
itinery of servi-ce whkh carried
him over· much of this Country
and even beyond it. Fort Sheridan, Illinois, was his first post,
from where he was transferred
to Fort Bi:agg, ·North Carolina.
His next move was to Fort SHI,
Oklahoma. Further transfer took
him to Schofield Barad{!s, which
is the garrison of the Unii.ted
States Army in Hawaii.
Appointment No surprise
·
uru.vers1
· •ty was MaJ'or
X avier
Carom's next destination, and he
h as served h ere . for several. seas-·
.
ons as a member of the Military
Department. and a professor of
Military Science. Major. Camm's
promotion was hailed heire with
quite a measure of g.i:atifica-tion,
as it has been expected for some
· time, the required vacancy occurring only recently.

Two H undre d Attend
Auxiliary's Social
.

!More than two hundred students' mothers were present at
the initial social of the R .. 0. T.
C. Auxiliary, held Friday afternoon. Nov. 5, Jn ithe IMiary G.
Lodge Reading Room, and the
aftair w.as a financial and social
success, according to Mrs. A. F.
Meyer, general chairman of the
affair.
·
The committee for this function of the recently organized
group wishes tc thank all those
who particpated dn any way and
who5e co-operation made the ·
gathering a suecess.
,

JULIUS A. LOHR, B. S. P.

Process Of Development
For Future Diplomates

The object of an In5titute of
Pulblic Affairs 'is not to provide
government jo>bs for the "initernes," but to. tea~h them practkal facts !Qf government. However, if they prove their worrth
and "learn the business," during
their internships, the bureau
chiefs, on fue alert for a:ble employees, may persuade •the erstwihile "interne" to accept a permanent position.
!Last year the \Institutee sent
30 "internes" into the government service and 16 of ithem remained to work regularly for
Uncle Sam.
.
The Institute of iPwblic Affah's,
supported by .the iRockefeller
Foundation, each yea'l" selects
high ;ranking college students to
come to Washington and learn
by work and observation what
makes the government go round
and round
I
ddi:
· .

me~t awor~-0~het~,i~=~~es~ 0Y!a_1:

'
.
.
aibout thet ·~e~mentb;v ta~n,g
1
courses a
17 can . mvers1 Y s
School of Public .Affa1~~· Thes~
courses a;i-e offered the i~ternes
free, while other American U.
students pay the regular- fees.
The "internes" may also attend
lectures at the . Department of
Agriculture Gnduate Schools,
attend sessi ons of the House and
Senate, ·and visit Congressional
committee heari-ngs where the
most important legislative work
is accomplished.
-----1
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Major's Dog Is Cynosure Of
Football Fans Between Halves

Affirmative
Victorious
In 'Philop'
Chief Argument Found..
ed
Unwillingness
Of American People
To Enter World War.

On

Two seniors and. two juniors
engaged in a strongly contested
debate at the regular meeting
of the Philopedian Society last
Monday. The twO' seniors, Vincent Beclanan and Albert Stephan received the decision <>Ver
William Rielly and Jack Jones,
juniors, on the subject: Resolved, that the United States entran<:e into the World War was
unjustifiable.
Beckman and Stephan, upholding the affirmative side of
the debate, based their chief argument on the unwillingness of
the American people tO' enter the
war, while on the negative, Jones
and Rielly argued that the United States was morally and economically justified in entering
the war.
At the conclusion of the debate Rev. Paul J. Sweene~, S: J.,
moderator of the organization,
commented favorably on the procedure of the debate.
.
At the next regular . meeting
on November . 22, var~1ty . and
freshman debating teams will be
chosen.
On the same date a
debate will be held on the topic:
Resolved, t~at the Proportional
Representation method of election 1be c1Yntinued in Cincinnati.

"HOOKS"

BY ROBERT G: KISSEL
appearance and is so full of enSome of the attraction on the ergy and mischief that he- is
gridiron between the halves of seldom at rest.
our Saturday football games is
Besides being distinctive in apcentered on a little wlhite dog, pearance, "The Terrible Terry",
bearing a saddle ·blanket with is well-trained and well-behavthe colors
of Xavier.
This ed. He is quite clever at decepfrisky wire haired fox terrier, tiofi, evidenced by his ability to
"Hooks" ·by name, belongs to play "dead dog". - From a standMajor A. iM .!Harper, F. A., and ing position, he will lie down on
it was the writer's pleasure to his side and maintain absolute
get some information about this silence and immobility until the
dog.
command, "Up!" is given.
He
J:n 1933 MajO'r Harper pur- will also roll O'Ver at the will of
chased the dog in San Antonio, his master.
Texas.
During
four
years,
"He will retrieve almost any"Hooks" has seen a:bout as many thing -0ne throws," said Major
cities and has traveled more in Harper, "and is an excellent
different mid-western states than .ratter."
most dogs ever do in a lifetime. ,. "Hooks" especially likes to
From San Antonio, Major Har- chase his squeaking rubber
per took his canine friend to El mouse, as football fans no doubt
Paso, Texas and from thence to have noticed during the interGalveston, Texas.
From here missions at a game.
That the
they moved to Denver, Colorado, dO'g has a .special "weakness" for
then to Leavenworth, Kansas, squeaks is most. prolbably due to
then to Minneapolis, Minnesota, the fact that he has very sensiand frO'm there to Cincinnati. tive ears.. It would ·be good adOne might imagine that the Ma- vice, .therefore, that anyone with
jor's dog has the motto: "Where noisy or squeaky shoes should
the Major goes, I go!"
keep his distance from the Ma"Hooks" is a pedigreed and jor's dog, or he might have hia
:\'egistered dog.
His registra- shoes chewed up.
All I have to say· is that col- tion •card affectionately lists his
[.,ast year, as mascot of our
lege is just a washing machine- name as "The Terrible Terry of team, "Hooks" was the object of
you get out <>f it just what you _the tArmy."
He .stands about many photographer's lenses. Reput into it-.but you'd never re- a foot high and has white, very porters from all three of Cincln·
cognize it.
bristly hair, which is quite short. nati's newspapers took the dog's
-The Index.
He has a very smar.t and refined picture in different poses.
-----------------------------------------

C
W
Red olors- kite Collars

U. S. Patent No. 2,094,6'14, just
announced, ·is a process for treating cigarattes to give off red ...coilored smoke to maitch 1blood-red
lips, blood-red .. fingerna.ils and
blood-red toenails. The inventor
th h
b
t'
1
says . e · ue can e op 10na • so
the cigarette vender at football
games may ·soon exhort· "Smoke
your college colors!"
.
·. A. recent survey of 93 New
York advertising agencies revealed. that a little more than 20
per cent. preferred to train men
just out of college for future executive .positions ... the general
consensus, however, was -that a
man with a college background
is .better fit~ed to fulfill the ereative ;requirements of general
advertising work.

Rain Coats
Rubber

Footwear
Umbrellas
We have a most complete assortment of new,
s~ylish · w e t
weather
needs, suitable for college or business wear.

Smoke 20 fragrant pipeful11 of Prince Albert,
If you don't find it the melloweat, taatie1t
pipe tobacco you ever emoked, return the
pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it
1W"!-...1m1 to u1 at any time within a month from this
date, and we will refund full purchaee
price, plu1 po1tase. (Signed) R. J. Reynold•
Tobacco Company, Win1ton-Salem, N. C.

THE FAVORITE BABBEB
OF THE C.4MJ.>U8

3757 !Wontgornery ltoad
XBBVA.C
8calp and Balr Treat111enta

plpeful1 of fragrant tobacco in
every 2·oz, tin of Prince Albert
0Gp1riab& 1981. a. I. U.raold.I Toba.coo 0ompaAr
0
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off. Well-wishes far its success are superfluous, ·it seems.
To attempt to thank those to whom we
of the outgoing order are indebted and
to whom we are grateful would ·be foolhardy. · T-0 offer an inadequate thankyou would ~e platitudinous.
S'
l 1
th a t th ese fi rst eig
' ht
. Imp Y et US say
issues have been published by the student-body, and they are not retiring now.
---Edward J. Kennedy, Jr.

----x---

Soviet papers please copy: By fertilizing his ranch f1·eely, planting it scientifically and cultivating it wi'th diligence, a
Colorado farmer recently harvested thirty
bushels of grasshoppers to the acre.

debating_.

VERY MANY of the students at Xavier
University, gather on the campus or
within the corridors of the University, to
Member: Jesuit College Ncjvspaper Assoclntlon.
Natlonul C:ollege Press Assoclntlon, Ohio College discuss any sort of problem which comes
Newspnper Assoch1tlon.
to their intelligent minds. Often in these
RltPRESKNTED POR, NATIONAL. ADVERTISING DY
discussions, a well-organized debate enNational Advertising Service, Inc.
sues. · The students evi~ently like this
Coll•ll• Publi•lier• Repr1untatlv1
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y,
sort of debating. Yet the oldest organiCHICAGO • BOSTON .. LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
zation on the campus, the Philopedian
Debating Society, which is maintained
Editor .................... EDWARD J, KENNEDY,. JR.
Business. Mnnnger ........ ROGER ~ McDERMOTT for this very purpose of serving as an
outlet for the . forensic abilities of the
-· ·~ FRANIC L. LUKEN
Managing Editors DONALD G. MIDDENDORF students is sparsely populated with memCLARENCE F. HOLLEY
bers.
{JACK A. JONES
News Editors ..... RAYMOND J, WILSON, JR.
If those who are so reluctant to remain
JACK E. FOGARTY
silent during a discussion would ,come
Fenture Editors • JAMES J, HAUSMAN
EL;\IER J. GRUBER
into the Philopedian, they will have amSports Editor .................. ALBERT A. STEPHAN ple opportunity of expressing themselves.
Sports Asslstnnt ............................. JAC:K l\IACKEY We hope that many more of these .campus
Art Editor ....................... WILLIA]\[ J, F. ROLL Ciceros will join the
'Philopedian and
,
{ ELJllER J, GRUBER
take
part
in
these
more
parliamentary
Copy Editors ..... JOIIN J, BRUDER
debates.
ALEXANDER W, JIECK
1
The advantages to be gained through
Asslstnnt81 ............. { ~:~.l ~ilc,~~N
membership in the Philopedian are numPAUL J, GEERS
erous-in fact too numerous to be stated
Frnncls X. lllcNerney
Francie P. Burko
Clmrlcs Phnbler
Paul c. Centner
here.
We must, however, mention that
Edwnrd l\I. Rynn '
Lawrence Helm
Jack Schuh
Robert Kissel
the
participation
in the Philopedian deRichard Weingartner
·RObert Koch
bates serves to polish one in the art of
:parliamentary speaking; in contrast to
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1937 those •campus vterbal encounters which
serve to develop one· in the art of the
shouting the loudest or talking the long:evaluation-J. A. Jones.
REAILITY we sound no knell here. est.
For more reasons than one the time
x
is r1pe for beginnings, not obituaries.
There are 419,378,958 one dollar bills in
Rather then, than attempt to sound a circulation in the United States; what has
note of departure, it is more fitting to por- become of them by Friday. night of every
tend success and offer good wishes for week?
the new order of things.
x
T-0 the staff of the college newspaper representationgoes the credit for any success which the
F·ACT that the secular universities
publication has attained.
Yet, at times
.0 f our nation are definitely 'supportthe staff needs a vicai:ious spokesman. ing the so-called Loyalist army in Spain
This is one of those instances, it seems, is manifest from a recent article which
when an editor may be permitted to be appeared in the Boston University News.
the spokesman, without being accused of The item states that following an address
attempting to emerge from the ranks.
on the Boston University ·campus by a
Following this issue of the-Xavie1· Uni- Joseph Lash, "a recently returned volunversity News the present editorial staff teer in the Spanish Loyalist Army,'' an
will undergo several .changes, a new re- organization to aid the Loyalists materigime will take hold of the official organ ally and morally was formed lby a gr-0up
of the student body. This c'hange how- of ·the Boston university students. These
Through a organizations are already flourishing at
ever, is not a radical one.
system of share-the-work, of spirited ·co- other secular institutions, including Haroperation, the News is forever training vard, Darlmouth, Williams and Oo1umibia.
men to 'be helmsmen; everyone on the Nor is sympathy for the dying Loyalist
present staff is a helmsman.
cause confined to these eastern departThe present staff in charge has been ments of higher learning. For in a refa'Vored with perhaps more co-operation, cent vote of the faculty of our neighbor,
in editing the News than had ibeen some the University of Cincinnati, ninety per
of its predecessors; it was :by virtue of cent of the profesors expressed their symthis co-operation rthat the News has put pathy for the Loyalist forces,
in its regular Thursday appearance; it
The strangeness of this attitude lies in
was by vir.tue of this co-operation that the fact that the most profound devotion
studerut feeling indicated that thisweek- to the American flag is 1characteristic of
ly appearance was anticipated.
secular institutions.
Yet the ·American
It is not true, however, that the staff flag would 1be non-existent, ibut for the
is wholly responsible for the paper. The fact that our forefathers rebelled against
news is supplied by :the student 1body, conditions, not unlike those against which
and written for the student body. The the present followers of Franco 'are fighteditorial policy has been one which at- ing. The "minute-men" fought far reptempted to reach the student body more resentation in government; Franco's men
particularly than ever before.
The re- are fighting against a government, not
sponse which· the students give to their· only which did not grant representation
newspaper and the aia which they offer but which even put to death legislators
in supplying interesting matter is of in- from the opposing political faction.
estimable value.
These organizations supporting the
-~-Tpere are many innovations in store Loyalists, moreover, are continually propfor1X.:.:N~s followers, plans long ·consid- agandizing the distress of the
Loyalist
ered for improvement will lbe adopted. civilian populace. Quoting from that arBecause this is !far the benefit of the stu- ticle: "One 'of the main pur~oses of such
dent, ·the student may and should recip- an organization, if 1present · plans are
rocate by ·offering criticism in regard to realized, would ibe to provide housing for
any phase of the News.
destitute peasants in the war. area, espeThere is no radical change contempla- cially children." Yet such atrocities, as
ted, it is said. The newly-elect regime their pillaging of monasteries and conis :the culmination of a gradual evolution; vents and their wholesale ·murderings of
it needs no introduction, it needs no send- monks and nuns go unmentioned.

~
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YOU SAID IT
BY JOHN FOGARTY

BENEFITS
OF EDUCATION
AT SMALL SCI-IOOLS

DEAR BACKFIELD: come home, all is
forgiven. What with that very satisfactory Creighton game in the afternoon.
and that killer-diller. dance in the eveMYIRIAD advantages afforded the
ning, this year's Homecoming took on a
college student of a comparatively
rosy ,hue. The only sour note ~ruck in the small CathoHc institution, such as Xavier,
entire symphony of Homecoming events
was the attendance at the game. The are frequently overlooked by the majorPost's sport scribe, Jimmy Milner, biffed ity of undergraduates, inasmuch as they
the spike square on the noggin when he seem to rely entirely on their own countermed it a "gathering." .. Joe Brown up- sel, ability, and self-confidence, w:hen
set all the dope on a couple of campi by they could with little difficulty and energy
turning up at the dance without Margie.
on their own part secure e~pert personal
Al Howe provided a change of scene takattention
from experienced ·interested
ing Peg Ruwe, of the Eighth street Ruwes.
"King" Kucia and his "Queen" looking members of the university faculty.
The various professors on the campus
quite content. The "King" wore a deevilne
blue suit with a faint plad, black sh,oes, are only too glad to take a particular ina darling tie-a pair of doubtful sox, and terest in the .students that seek their adSchuhmann's shirt. Dan Bruch would vice on their respective dass-room subhave liked to attend the fling but after jects or any other matter in which they
two strikes were whiffed past him, he are able to assist in clarifying any diffithrew down his bat 'in ~isgust. Paul Bar- culty or help the student pave the way
rett, '36, Pow-Wow chairman, cornered us to his vocational goal in life. The rather
and swore that if you don't have a Wow
small student body at Xavier especially
of a time at the Pow, not only will your
lends itself to this opportunity, which
coin be refunded, but the Sword and
Plume will take you to a brain specialist fellows of larger universities readily adfor examination free of charge. Bill Russ mit is laoking in their institutions, and
is definitely the silent partner in that which the professors at such schools ·:ProRuss-Bowman combination. The U. of K. claim with regret is impossibly .practicapaper points out a few mistakes found in ble; for the enrollment at large universithe dailies: "An ·agent, in advertising a ties necessitates the fact that professors,
new baby bottle, says: 'When the baby is who ·conduct classes in several subjects
done drinking it should be unscrewed several times daily, devote their time to
and: placed under ~ faucet. If the baby the preparation and delivering of lecdoes not thrive on fresh milk it should tures, whereas in the smaller universities
be boiled.' " Or in other words, when the and colleges the professors ordinarily
baby is finished using the bottle, wash it know the students personally, and since
out with warm water and place it on the their time is not wholly occupied in lecwindow-sill to dry. Our foreign corespon- turing they have an opportunity more
dent reveals that Art Sheetz knows a gal than occasionally to devote themselves
out Reading way who doesn't mind com- to the interests of the students.
The members of the Society of Jesus
ing thru with a meal now and then. A
while back Fordham sold ch,ances on a particularly ·seem to :b'e concerned with
bottle of Scotch and two tickets to the the problems of the individual students
Pitt game-we can't imagine how the two of their acquaintance;· and if any one is
are related. Who are the lads who charge not familiar with a certain professor on
two-bits to park on our own campus dur- the campus whom he would like to coning the football games? Some cr~un sult or know, he is strongly urged to inless the lot is being run by the school, troduce himself-and he will undoubtand if so why? Froon all indications edly never have any compunction of haveverybody connected with the Model.Shoe ing done this.
football team except the publicity man Specially interested in the activities,
made at least one touchdown last Sunday. problems, and difficulties of the individNinety-five points represent a flock of ual students is .Father Sellmeyer, the stumarkers in anybody's league, no matter dent counsellor at Xavier. Father Sellwhether you happen to be playing for meyer spends most 9f his time in the
Alma Mater or merely for something to functioning of this office.
He is eager
dunk in your coffee. The way the smoke to know every individual ·who is attendshop coaches are talking, Pittsburgh uni- ing the university, and he is most willing
versity's football players will soon have to give advice on anything that might be
to form their · own labor union or join perplexing any member of the student
the C. I. O.
body. His only duty :being that of counselling the students-and not of discipThe guy who knows his algebra
lining them-allows him very much leeWill get along in college;
way in becoming familiar with the most
But what we'd like to know is:
pe"rsonal thoughts and actions of the stuCan one at such high class knowledge?
dents. He fa considered a very experiIt won't be very long before the boys enced man· in .this line ''of advising stuwill be crowded around the bulletin board dents, far he has had the same position ·
gazing fearfully at the results of the at other institutions, and his adventurequarterly tests posted thereon. As we some life has supplied him with a perfect
look back over the years, we can recall understanding o·f the modern young man.
many a sad scene enacted in the hallway.
Father Sellmeyer has been holding
We remember 'twas the fall of '35 when short deliberations with the students
one lad consulted the board only to :fi;nd since the .beginning of the year; ibut he
that he had received the gong five out of is conducting these ·with the sole view
a possible six times. Right there, there in in mind .of becoming familiarly acquainthat there hallway there, there wuz where ted with the students and with the purwe seen the poor guy shudder and move pose of con'Veying to them the fact that
off, droop shouldered, toward the pretzel
they may •be absolutely frank with him
man. Well, for about a year and a half
and discuss any of their personal activithe poor ~ad (not thei pretzel man). went
ties or difficulties with him in perfect
about being kicked out of one kindergarten afte1· another until finally he gave up confidence that what is discussed in his
education altOgether. He tried, but it was office will not be made the slightest men/no use; that five for six count had. brok- tion of on the outside or spoken qi tO' any
en his spirit. He now has a. steady job. other person on the campus. T'liis conBut it is an old story. Every year it hap- fidence in conferences with Father Sellpens; fellows come, look at the posted meyer should .be realized by all students
exam results, and wilt within, their sweat to the extent it.hat no one hesitates
shirts. In their hearts they know they are for the slightest interval of time to conto blaiµe, and the lash of conscience is sult him on .any difficulty, g'rotesque, ·pelaid on. They drop out of school, heated, culiar, or personal though it may be.
defeated ...Usually a.bout two months lat- For his interests in students, especially
er, they turn up, with good jobs and sneer those who confide in him, is his greatest
in your face. Its a sad ta.le, maybe. All concern; and anyone should feel d'ree t-0
kidding aside, if you want to be like Vin- ask his advice at any ·time; in his own
ceuit Edward Smith you must study. words, "I'm always glad to see you."
Taking a long look into the future, Jim Father 1Sellmeyer ofrers the students one
Clear has already signed up a date for of the ·best opportunities in their college
the Military Ball. We'll now throw the career . through his hearty interests in
bolt 'till next time we come to tell you young anen. His is an important posiwhat's what and who's phew at Xavier. tion on the faculty.
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man. It explains, in part, the
slow, hard death of the thinker
and the birtth of the student
whose education is nothing more
By
than the exposure to disconnectELMER J. GRUBER
ed iiacts, of accidentals that have .1!:::s=:====:===:s=:====:===:::;:=:====:===:w
no solid substance in which to '
inhere. For H. G. Wells, this, as
The merry-makers at ·the
he said in CinCinnati last week Homecoming Dance seemed to
By
is a highly desirable system of have the right idea when they
VINCENT E. SMITH
learning. But there is and al- completely covered Hausman
ways will be a difference be- with confetti and all manner of
rr IS A SIGNliFICANT f.act that tween learning and education, crumpled paper. They evidentin the declining · norms of between the scholar and the man ly mistook h1m for his columnjust a collection place for trash.
American educa·tion, the study of of culture and tradition.
Latin should suffer a dimming of
its time~honored g 1or Y and . , · · - - - · - - - - - · · · H.ot "swing" music is no more
should, like the culture of a deat the Crosley stations.
all
parted age, surrender itself to
happened because Powel:l Crosley
the practical instinct of modern
0U
·couldn't recognize a popular •tune
man. ThiS fact is momentous
as played in the neiw "swing"
for college students, yet their
BY
fashion. A survey of listeners
very abandonment of Latin shows
JIM HAGSMAN
ensued, and Crosley's views won.
that they do not realize the deep
So-o-o-o-o, henceforth only the
meaning of their loss. They lack · : · - · - - - - · - - - - - · : • slow, smooth type of dance band
such a realization because lhey
Robert "Hot Fire" Meyer has will lbe heard over WJJW and
have never appreclated Latin as asked me to deny the rumor that WSA1.
T.ommy Dorsey, who
a study and hvae never drank at he ordered out the anti-aircraft played Cincinnati just after Mr,
the old springs of a distinctively guns when an airplane flew over Crosley asserted himse:lf, was the
human culture.
So freshman Xavier, dragging the sign: "Heat first to be affected by the ruling.
rebel with the question ''Why with Gas." In joining against 'The company of the 500,000 watstudy Latin?," and they repeat it this rumor Bob and I have· form- ter wouldn'•t carry his programs
two years later as juniors when ed'a coalition.
themselves, although they did
1
they replace Cicero and Horace
offer their facilities for his NBIC
with accounting, economics, or
Local Football Broadcast:
broadcasts.
another highly specialized branch
"We are about to start the
of study.
second haolf of the ga.me ·between
Here's a charac·teristic note
Clifton U. and the powerful about a reaHy fine fellow. One
QNLY A FiEiW of the rich ben- Northern Fad.rm·ount Teachers of the best singers in radio and
efits of Latin can be condens- elev:en, or so. The CJ:if.ton boys on the screen considers it an
ed· into the brief space of this had a few bad breaks in the first honor to sing every Sunday in
column. A simple analysis of the half and are trailing 5{) or 60 to the church choir of a small CathEnglish language serves to indi- o. But here's the kick off! (Was- olic church near his ranch. The
cate its debt to the Latin and the n't that the kiclwff, Joe?) Yes, lad is Bing Gros.by.
importance of knowing the ~at- ladies and g.entlemen, it was the
ter as a help to diction and to a kick off and it was received by
·Everyone knows Burgess Merbroadened reading vocabulary. Stopov who ran wild clear up to ed1th for his splendid performThis is only a minor benefit and the fifteen.
one of which the Latin scholar,
"It's a quick kick. It goes 15in his every-day usage of Eng- 20-30 rows up in section G. Lt is
lish words, is seldom conscious. caught by a spectator who goes
But nevertheless, the superior all the way down to exit 11 beword knowledge of a careful fore he is finaUy stopped by four
student of Latin is not open to ushers. A Clifton alumnus requestion.
turns the ibaU to the field. :rt is
Departing from the regions of the first Clifton return of a punt
strictly practical values, one finds this year!
in Latin an avenue to the devel"It is now N. F. T.'s baill on
opment of a ·thinking mind. That the 23.13 yard line. The shift is
Latin exercises the mental facul- to the right, or· is that the left,
ties, there can be no doubt. '!'hat Joe. I can't see my vaccination.
close application, industry, logic, Just a minute, ladies and gentleand taste are necessary to the men, we'll get that shift for you.
mastery of Latin is apparent to Jioe, my helper, wasn'•t even vacanyone who has dipped only cinated but he has gone out into
slightly into the classics. Only the press box to find out just
.SCience and philosophy can rival w'hich way that shift went. Oh,
Latin in cultivating an exactness by the way N. F. T. made a
in phrasing. Only these studies touchdown ~n that pLay and the
can force one to think ~mt his twenty remaining spectators are
words instead of coughing out holding up thcir card game long
BURGESS MEREDiDITH
rthe meaningless, redundant Ian- enough to clap. '!'he is now-aguage that rarely even appro~ch- what is the score, Joe? Oh, that's ance •both on the stage and
es a given thought. As a medium right. Joe is still in the press screen in "Winterset.'' Many,
of expression, Latin has a paucity box. Well, the score is increaspossibly are not aware
of words, and the quty. of !lnder- ed by six or seven, if they made however,
that
radio
first gave him nationai
standing a word and its imper- the extra point, I didn't notice.
prominence. All :fiorm€r "Red"
"There seems to be some con- Davis
ceptible difference from another
fans remember him, I'm
is vehicle not only £.or the im- fusion now. Both teams are sure. 'iHe
the title role in
provement of speech but for the walking off the field. iI'll turn that serial played
.back in 1935. And an
development of judgm:nt.
~f you over to Don Gilson who has
excellent "Red" did he play. His
thought and the expression of it a microphone down on the field. selection for "Winterset" was
he not improved by an education, '.Dake it Don."
Largely the result of his radio
t~~p. that education is but t~e
"Ladles and gentlemen. I have
.reCital of data that le.ave man s called the referee av.er to exuniq~ely rational· nature wholly pla•in; tci you just. why. the game Russ formed a terrific forward
unaffected and undeveloped.
terminated at th1s pomt. 0. K. wall for I heard her say to
Mr. Referee."
Bashful Bob Cummins, "Yiou XaNl'LN !JS ESSENT!IALLY a
"W.el!l, folks, the game has vier boys certainly have a line."
language of abstraction. In been called by m1:1tua~ consent of
Geers and Schuhmann looked
translating the classics or in put- the teams. Oaptam Kidd of N. F. their best Satiday afternoon-'but
ting an English passage into idio- T. said he has an earily date. and Satiday night--iwow!
matic Latin, a Student does not as long as nws't of the Clifton
make a slavish word..ifor-word boys eat earily on Saturdays, w'hy
rend1tion. He does not peren- go on playing? Nqbody knew
In "X-Cue.s" (another column
mentions Th
the
nially i.d en tify an ob'Jee t o f h'is why (some d1'd n •t kn ow w h Y I read) Stephan
d c-rnim..,.[),,
vision, say, with a word that in they started), so they quit. No, "four letter wor : ""..-""""' ·
e
a given corite:iot chanced to mean I' don't know the score. Ask the four letter word he has on his
that particular thing. The yery field judge - he majored in mind isn't sped, it MUlRIF!
nature of Latin compels him to math."
.
look for a fringe of meaning in
"'!'hat was Referee Pen L. Ize. The Bellevue clock was striking
each word and to employ the ab- Now w.e ar.e g·oing to interview
three
.
stract words that are an integval the remaining spectator. He must And still he seemed to linger.
part of the writings of ithe Gold- be taking Clifton's JDss to heart- "This pledge," said he, "I give to
en j\ge. Such abstract reason- he is crying. Are y·ou a Clifton
thee";
ing should make him more re- alumnus, mister?"
His ring was on her finger.
ceptive for a course in philoso"No. My father owns a slaughphy; it should supplement his ter house and this game remind- Famous last words:
philosophy in maturing his in- ed me of home.
"Bingo!--Oh no is isn't."
tellectual powers; it should re''What did you thfok of the
"I have five aces. That beats
plenish the supply of thinking game?"
y.our three aces."
men and diminish the growing
"! didn't come here to see the
"I know it's 4 A. M., F'r. Shea,
numbers who depend for knowl- game. I am a private detective !but I'm part of the forward wail
edge on their sense memorie~, on hired by the jealous wife of Cil!f·· an~ I h.ad to ge.t plas:ter~d."
a mental picture of the prmted ·ton's fullback to watch him
Gee its dark l~ here. Id betpage wht;re the fact of this or wherever he ~oes. H; didn't go ter turn 01;1; the hght.--Oh, heHo.
that particular study are pre- any.where . this amer.
Eleven every.body.
.
sented.
other feH<>Ws were watching him,
"Now that we've Jttst been
too."
married ru tell you tile truthMy name is Rockerfeller, but I'm
TP..E EVANIDSOENiOE of Latin
· I is more than a symbol of the
She must have thought that not the son of a multi-milliondecline of the cultured gentle- Sheetz, Schmerge, Howe and aire like I said I was.
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The new Crosley r·uling of r.ul~ •
ing out "swing" s'hould "ruelly" <S·~~w~~~~~~~"0<1~
find great favor w1th "IconocJesuit education strives to prolast." And you can put me down
as feeling the same way.
duce Catholic leaders of its
charges, and the first purpose of
The Chase and Sanlborn Hour the Xavier student's taking the
has come up with another swell courses that he does is to train
comedy team, the Stroud Twins.
With a style all .their own-a him in leadership. T.he Society
s'tyJe truly deserving of the word has long realized the need of
"humor"-they are an article Catholic laymen who will, by
that should be tried. What with their action and example, spread
Bergen and. McCarthy, Don
Ameche, Dorothy Lamour, and a the principles of Christ in secuguest star besides the twins, you lar afliairs. Men of such a stamp
r.eally shouldn'rt miss any part of begin their career between the
the Whole hour.
college· walls by learning the
principles of God, not so much in
Apparently one local announc- the aJbstract as applied to current
er thinks we have another new
song: "When Tthe Poppies Bloom problems and situations; they
examine very carefully the soAg.un."
cial, political, and economic exA:fter announcing for weeks igencies of their day and attempt
that Spencer Tracy w.ould 1be to produce the Catholic answer.
master of ceremonies for "Good
If we were to glance hurriedly
News of 1938," the premiere
at
the present undergraduates
turned up with some Hollywood
director leaddng the festivities. we should pr.Oiba:bly find in most
And not even a word of explan- of their minds, not that peculiaration! iI don't think I should ly Catholic self assurance of behave to take the blame for that
ing right, but an unbecoming deone.
sire to ignore the very issues
Cliff Burns at the Homecom- which the Catholic graduate will
ing: "And now, since Xavier won face. Not because they fear op- •
that fine victory over Creighton position do they cireumvent
this a£ternoon, we're going to
have Joe Binder sing 'Trees.'" I them, but because they lack
still haven't been able to fathom knowledge; so far are they f.rom
the depths of what '"I~rees" has the solutjons of our modern ento do with X!avier's victory. But igmas that they do not even
then, for 'that matter, I don''t know, more than in a vague
suppose anyone can see wha•t all
this has to do with radio. Frank- manner, of their existence. In the
ly, I can't either. · But someone fa.ce of the facreasing number
had to mention it. And I knew of publicaitions with which our
Hausman wouldn''t - he never genera•tion is . !blessed such a
gets any.thing by himself. I even condition is inexplicable-unless
had to tell him about Al Steph- we are to conclude thait the student does not avail himsel!f · of
an's "speed.''
this fund of information. And
this is exactly the case. Three
Another great cast is in store Cincinnati papers daily come infor "Lux Radio Theatre" listen- to his home; yet the weaHh of
ers Monday night. To stage the news they contain is scal'Cely
movie success, "Oome and Get perceived by the average Xa:rt," Cecil B. DeMille wiJ.l present verian. True, he may think he
Edward A·rn:old in the role he peruses these journals, and he
played on the screen. Assisti:ing does aiiter a fashion: he manages
him will 1be such nota!bles as to get over the comic strips and
Anne Shiriley, Lew Ayres, and the sensational items of the front
Walter Brennan.
page and then proceeds to the
sport page which he digeS'ts wi.th
How about some signs of in- an unwonted thoroughness; not
terest out there on the party that the sport news is not worth
line? Perhaps you have disagreed knowing, but the more important
with some of my opinions; prob- items of the daily news are then
ably you will disagree with more missed. The student, of course,
of them. If such be the prov.erb- will complain. that the really
ial case, write and tell me so. wovthwhdle news is not, to him,
Jlf I "knock" a program or a star i111teresting because he can in no
that happens to be your favor- way influence the course of
ite ·of favirotes, express yourselif. events -in this world. He cannot
I'f you agree with what I hav.e to as long as he remains ignorant
say, let me know •that too. Your of their existence and re:tuses to
opinion will see pr.int, I assure supply himself witth information
you.
about them; by reading about
them and perhaps thinking. a li'tAu revoir 'till Decemlber 2- tle he will make them interestthat is, if exams don't "get me.'' ing.
Another popular pastime with
many of our modern readers,
Xavier students not e~cepted, is
the spending of hours looking at
pictures. ·Of course we do not
mean tha•t pictures are reprehensible; they have their place, but
to use the rptogravure sections
of the Sunday papers, or one of
St. Louis, M:o., (JCNA).-iRev- the current picture news records,
, Joseph F . Kiefer,
.
S . J ., as the sole source of one's knowlerend
former professor of philosophy edge is to albsorib the mere exterat Xavier University·· and pres- nals and to miss the sulbstance. In
ent professor of the same swb- conjunction with real newsject at St. llouis University, will magazines of good repute and the
present a series of six lectures daily journals-illustrated works
on L~berahlsm beginining Janu- serve to .make the origdnal imary 11. The lectures are intend- pressions more permanent beed to be a means of en1ighlten- cause the original stimulus is
ing ·the public on the principle more concrete and therefore
'features of Liberalism.
more impressive; alone, they
The first Lecture by the former merely indicate an inteHectual
Xavier professor will. be titl~ la21iness that is far from becom''i!Jiberalism and Economic Sc1- ing A college student.
ence," and will be followed by
We spend a grea•t deal of our
"Liberalism: LiJberal. Uneccmom- leisure time reading novels and
!ical, and Disastrous.". Other lec- plays-'happenin!gs which occur,
itures in the series are: "Ricardo, and people who' exist only in the
Smith, and Marx, Inc."; ''The mind of the author. lfowever
'!1wentieth Cenitury Limited by much ithey may resemble those
Liberalism"; ''Wealith and Com- of real life, they cannot take
monwealth"· and "The Crisis of their place; they make our inCivilization:,
terests unreal and our world fic.
. • .
. . .
The lecture ~r1·es i.s sp~nsored titious. We read a grea't deal of
by the St. Lows Umvers1t~ So· history. In' such a case, we are
(9ontinued on Page 8)
cial Science Study Olub.

Father Kiefer, S. J.
To Give Lecture
On "Liberalism"

;

:,:

"Xavier's fohner footballers had a ·field day ·Sunday
at N'Orthside. John Koprowski and John Wliethe had
three touchdowns apiece to
lead the ~Y in a .Pitcher's
battle whicli ended up 95.:.7
in the local lads' favor.

.
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The officials gained more
through the line Saturday
than either of the backfields. No one knew whether they were cold and
wanted to warm up or
whether they wanted cveryhody to notice 'em.
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XAVIER PLAYS JACKETS A-T BEREA
/

Creighton Victory Makes
Mrtskies' Hopes At
Baldwin-Wallace Look
- Brighter~

forward·
•
passing

J:rish can't .gain ground with defensive backs, but Anny hasn't
·got the wherewithal.
Notre
Dame.
Auburn-Louisiana State - The
supremacy of the south at stake
·we say. Auburn, who still eyes
one or other bowl bid gets a
vote, but not too confidently.
Boston College-Kentucky-The
:jl:ag1es flounder all over the
place try.ing to ascer,tJain their
true status are just a shade better than the Wildcats.
Brown-Holy Cross-& long as
we pick Holy Cross to lose, they
seem to win, so we'll pick 'em to
lose again. They should pay us
for rthis. .
Clemson-Florida-Clemson still
looks good in the south fu-om this
point. Down with the 'Gators.
Illinois-Ohio State - Just for
fun; it doesn'·t. cost anything.
State ·to feel ·the humility of consecutive defeats.
Yale-Princeton-Yale is beginning to get stale. We concede
rthem this g·ame, but it won't be
·a ·Walkover.
Stanford - Washington State.,'I'wo coastal clUJbs who can't make
up their mdnds about getting
consistent. A stalemate, which
may .seem futile.
.
Vanderbilt-Tennessee - A real
grudge battle. Room for just one

more top-flight club in Dixie ·and
Vandy's it.
Villanova-Boston U. - Unstop1alble is Villanova. They'll win on
dee just a trifle thin.
Colorado-Colorado College 'rhis contest in it:Self won't be so
much. Colorado will win, b.ut
w.atch them. They're serving notice that footJball in the rockies is
just about prepared to give the
coast· a lot of grief next year.
Texas-Texas Christian - There
is no more hope of a southwestern team rating a tbowl bid,
'cause they do too much indiscriminate killin'-off down there.
Texas is good enough for this
though. Chrfatian's 1bogging down.

St. Mary's-Santa Clara-If we
can have a favorite team in the
country, Santa Clara gets the
nomination.
The Broncos were
disappointed last ·year, but should
complete the gauntles unscathed
this term.
OTHFJR GAMES
MB.'rshall over Cincinnati.
Syracuse over Columbia.
.Dartmouth over Cornell
Pitt over Nebraska.
Minnesota over Northwestern.
Duke over North Carolina.
Rice over Texas A & M.
Wisconsin over Purdue.
Michigan State-.Carnegie, tie.
Lafayette over W. & J.
Kansas over Kansas state.

BY JACK !MACKEY
The rejuvenated Musketeers BY EDW~D J. KENNEDY, JR.
take to the road, Saturday a:fiter- . Just whe~ we fi~ured on stepnoon, for. their final gridiron tr.Lp pmg out w1th a hlgh percentage
of the season, meeting the high- out of 25 essays to boost our .481
scoring -Baldwin-Wallace e1even percentage above the fi.fty-fi;fty
at Cleveland.
mark, the ~ootball gods featured
From all indications, Xavier's upset week on us.
tussle with ibhe Yellow Jackets of
IOh the ignominy of i1t .all.
Berea, Oliio, should afford the
Lining up the defeats, they
tighest battle on the Muskies' were humiliating in this" ascend1937 schedule, as both teams, ing order. Wash. State whom we
long considered among the top picked to down the unbeaiten
' elevens cxf the state-though nev- Caliilornians came across with a
er having met lbefore-.seem to tie which was a moral victory at
have rounded into the form that an~ rate. Another upset failed
was expected of them before the to materialize f.or us in the So.
season lbegan.
Cal.-Stanford fray, but a 7-6 deAll who saw the Musketeers' feat for J•ones' team was not too
second-half comel:rack a~inst embarrasing. Taking a real flier
Creighton last week, were con- in Clemson. over Georgia Tech,
vinced that Clem Crowe has at we missed by a 7-0 score which
1ast snapped hls charges owt of would have won at the odds ofAl Stephan
their losing ways.
fered last week. Picking Ohio
Pass .Defense
over Indiana was not too bad
Showing a surprisingly strong either because we took protec_ pass-defense in that game, for tive measures in .the prognostica"Stop! You're Breakfo.' My Heart" was "Marchy" . Sc'hwartz's
the first time this year, the Blue tion; almost enough to save face
woef.ul ballad when Clem Crowe\; crooners shoved over their three
and White may be able to bring on that one.·
markers Saturday. "Marchy" saw the Cenltre sPectacle the week
Baldwin-Wa1Lace's powerful of.Oregon over Wash. S. 10-6 ;
before and dropped off the ben<:h when the Musketeers shoved his
as e a
raC lCe warriors off the deep end m· no· uncertta1n
· manner. ·Th o ld d'ct
fense to a Stands.ti'll ,1' f the sec- ·Wash.. (•Mo.) over Oklahoma A.
i um,
ondary <:ontinues to show as well & M., 12--0; Penn <>ver Penn
"from the ridiculous to the sublime" :£ound a place in the hot stove
State 7--0. F1orida over Georgia
0
OR
l·n this week's encounter..
· Last Saturday Baldwin-Wal- 6-0; Centenary .over Texas Chris·
discussions a1t ye ole Homecoming. With the continuation of their
lace's forward passes sniapped itian 10-9, and Carnegie over DuCreighton form, the Musketee~ may wind up the season in the
the undefeated record of Case, quesne ;~-0, were simple little
proverbial blaze of glory and a sad past will be nothing more than
wi.Jth most of the credit going to misses Which only put us in a
a distas.te:fiul memory. Tohe recovery f.lashed Saturday slwuld give
Howie Arnold, accu.rate passing -class with so many other pickers;
Kenneth P. Jord'an, newly ap- the Roosevelit administration somethlng to look into. A round of
backfield man for the Yellow IWihat did hurt were such games pointed assistant baslt:e<tball applause f.or Clem Crowe and the paddled gentry, it was "de-nutz"!
Jackets who heaved ithe )>all all as Marshall over Centre 36~0; coach, thiS week announced the
X'-----over the field to give his team a T.exas over Baylor, ruining the initiru practice for the 1937-38
f.rbere is a move .under way to get a per1manent line. "Captain
13-0 vfotory.
Two piasses by southwest's only unmarred elev- court squad f.or Monda(}', Novem- Nebel was ag·ain terrific." iH .F1rederic, as he would like to •be called
Arno1d to Bill Davidson, 200- en 9-6; Georgetown's tie with ber 15. J-ordan, a former Mus- socially, made· his unusual quota of tackles and g.ot the hand he
pound end .far the Jackets fig- Weit Virginia; Holy Cross over kelteer court and grid star, asked
ured in the ;pair of touchdowns Colgate 12-7 (almost unbearaJble) that ·all candidates report to the deserved when "Pappy" LagaJ.y replaced him with five m1nutes to
and it seems that t'he improved and Manhattan's cruel. upset of field house at 3:30 p. m., Mon- g.o in the corutest. J,oe "Don't Tell Anyfbody" Schuhmann started in
X!avier secondary will have all it Detroit 7-0. It is such as these d'ay.
the fulDback spot and mov.ed around like a school teacher on one
can do to keep this combination which reduce us to the ranks of
Basketball candidates who are of Chicago's Staite Street Dollar Days.
Joe gave ·over, and what
from breaking up the ball game 1the very very ordinary in foot- members of the 'Musketeer Foot- I mean is g·ave over, in the third period a:liter helping Nebel mess
Besides a good defense against ball, second-guessing-dirst.
ball Squad will n·ot report, ac- up the Oreighton offense, if and when it passed the line of scrimpasses, however, Xavier must
The winners looked like this: cording to Head Coach Clem F. mage. J>im "Mike Jacobs" F.ariasey did a fine piece of blocldng on
play an all around effective game -A 1bouquet to self for picking Or.owe. Jordan will conduct the Cummins' .62 yard· jaunt and carried on, as chairman, in the post
Saturoay, for Baldwin-Wallace Toledo over Dayton; !Rice over practice until .the completion of game sociai in the same vein. Cummins' play left this little article
possesses a complete offensive ATkansas was 0. K. too, for a the football schedule releases speechless-take it eaisy ,001 ithose howls, please.
set-up that has rolled up high lucky sta!b. Alabama e>nly won Ooach Crowe.
x-----scores all season.
.over Tulane by the chosen marThe Xavier court squad lost
For the past few years the Yel- gin of 9-6 which was a f.air sign but two regulars fast year and
Bill "Man Mountain" Russ fin.a.Hy 10ff.ered a solution to the
low Jackets, under Coach Ray ·that Alabama's. only mediocre.- retains a full complement of MU5'keteer lcick-.off troubles with his le:fit footed pla<:ements. When
Watts, have specialized in a raz- Navy and Army just slipped over seasoned rt:serves. "Captain Pat "Wee Willie" dooo a thing he doesn't mess---ex:cepting the opposizle-dazzle brand of football the line~but not every.one con- Donavan heads the lists of reg- tion which he annihilates. Xavier's other tackle, '"White Hope"
which has m:ade the up-state ceded them even that. Auburn, ulars lef1t fr.om the 1936-137 squad. Howe, again turned on the pressure. iF·or line pl:ay, pound per
team 'One of tl:ie nation's leading Yale, Michigan State, Dartmouth Other squadmen include Frank pound, the numlber one man was Paul "Rip" Sheetz. He plays
pointmakers. In 1935 this high- and VJ.llanova rounded out the Kucia, Al Howe, Don Carroll, plenty of guard at all times and Saiturday Paul hung in there the
scorung squad made 438 points list of favorable which brought and Charles McEvoy.
:full simy minutes-inc'idenitally, the only Musketeer to do so. Paul's
for a national collegiate record, 1the season's record to a .442 reJ.ordan requested .that all can- ruruiing mate, Al "Esquire" Schmerge, completed an air-tight deand in 1936 they .piled up 330 ·cord, · just keeping heads far didates bring their own equip- fense in the center of the line. The ends may come and go but
points.
enough above water to raise ·back ment to the preldminary priactice
Powerful Offensive
up to .500 or a little better be- sessions as the issued equipment these five-'Russ, Ho.we, Sheetz, Schmerge and Nebel-are always
. t rl•'ibu t e d f or sev- members of the Musketeer cast.
From these figures it_ cah ibe re- fore the season peters out. .
will not b e d J.S
alized that the Yellow Jackets
Nothing ventured, nothing eral weeks.
x
· d:
"Rollo" Bergamey.er, sophomore quarte11back, who has starited
specialize in offensive .strength, ·game
and with a powerful ·and effiAlabama-Georgia Tech - Th~
every con'tesit since the Kenitucky strugg'le, h.ad a finger split to
cient aerial attack, combined rambling wreck to put the finishSPORTS SHORTS . the knuckle in the third period and will join Russ "Zipper" Nickel
with such oa ground force. Coach fo' touches .on Alabama's not-ttooon the .pennanen!tly injured list for the 1937 season: "Rollo's loss
Watts .this season );las developed well founded. dreams. The CrimA spectator at the Home- will be in evidence in the punt return dep·artmentt especrally. Ed
another· team which is close to son tide will red be dyed.
coming game, last SatuTday, "The Thinker" Geers who used the old noggin, in the emra point
\he tops .in· <?hio ~ootball. circles. . Arkansas-MissisSippi-The ·Ra- took one look at the handful crisis, in split second style, will prolbalbly jump in as signal caller.
tCrowe's "1ron-lline" w111: !face zoxibacks to edge back into bet- of spectators and remarked, "Edwards" directed the ball club splendidly during his term of
a difficult test. in Saturday's ter company at the expense of "Which class of old •grnds is office Saturday. ·on the whole, the Crowemen looked like the ball
game,
·as
Baldw1'n-Wallace's Ole . Miss.N t
that· 1'n ·the stands'>"
•s "WiIdcats" and West ·u·
gin'ta•s
·
c1ub they were again~t Kenlfiuc'ky
v1r
A rmy- o re Dame - A . t'ire d
,
high -scoring outfit is well-equip· an un.rie
.. · d t earn. Th
ped with a big, J!ast for.ward wall iteam meets
·e
Look fo'r a real football "Mountaineers". besides, they had scoring· punch, after falling down
. which has aided in producing for
game in this Baldwin-Wal- in the closing minutes of the first half. in addi1tion to this, the· MusCoa:ch· Ray Watts such a:°' out- fensive play ,has shown up well lace-Musketeer battle, Sat- keteers were devoid of two dreaded diseas~umlbliti.s and menstanding offensive recard during this season in snagging passes, urday. . . . For years now, the tlal relapse-which plagued them in the earlier conflicts. The bloys
the last two years. The line is as witnessed by his work in last Yellow Jackets and Xavier in blue played smart, heady footba11, in the last tw,o heaits especially,
aggressive .. iand will ·probably Saturday's Case game.
have been just about on an and rang up an impressive vicbory over a highly favored invader.
average ten t<> fifteen pounds
Another ,power in the line is even basis in the Ohio foot- Coach Crowe must have Staged a revival meetin' in the fieldhouse
over the Xavier forward wall.
Bill Krause, a 243-pound tac1de ball domains ... It is general- last week and his "revived" brethren surely put the "quietus'' on
T\vo All-Ohio choices of the who can use his weight to ad-1 Iy conceded - up until thls the groaners. Now that rejuvenation h.as hit the ball clwb w'hat
1936 season are Jn ·the Yell<>w vantage in opening holes for the year, of course - that the aibout the revival of the cash customers? Comes down.the Akron
Jacket line.
Bill Davidson, the fleet backfield men.
Krause four strongest teams in the game ltwo weeks hence we shall see what we shall see!
200-pound end ·for ·the Berea .also was ·an· All-Ohio and Big state were: Ohio State, Ohio
team, who was plcked for the Four. .$election·. last year and is University, Xavier, and Baldx
mythical All-Ohia eleven Ias.t picked te> repeat his .All-Ohio I win-WaLlace, in that order.
Let's buzz up ito watch the boys take the sting owt of the "Yelyear because of h1s superior de- performance· this season.
" " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' low Jackets" Saturday-X~Cuse, please.

B k tb ll p
t•
T B egi.•n M. d ay,
Jordan Announces
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Creighton Routed .By Muskie Scoring Spree
• dica1··mg . p o or blocking
dashed downfield fur 621p• t } Team .Of Rema_ining. E.nemi·es On Muskie
Vm
yaros and a touchdown. Captain
IS 0
Form. At "centre Neber;,::::n~;::~;~d low.
F
M k•
''Bntiser" Russ kicked off and
r a ca s, - us 1es the BLuejoays began to move.
Stopped temporarily by a :l)umb1e
Upset Dope.
on t!heir own 45, the Nebraskans'

Thirty To Be

ch 0 sen

Schedule~--Flash Fine· Form

T~ree opponents, all Nor-thern featured by several lbhg . runs,
Soon way
Ohio gudsters, novi: stand in the which. enabled th.e victors to
between Xavier's
score m every period.
Muskeet~

.

~avier's

ers and ' the conclusion of" the third consecutive Ohio foe who
pushed the Musketeers back to
football campaign.
.
will bring the season here to a
Rees, Beck· Xavier still has an opportunity c 1 o s e on Thanksgiving Day,
.the Xavier nine on a long quick Tillman,
Mli.ssing a score by inches in kick by Piet. An offside penalty
F
B S
to sum up the ,season ·on th~ staked th:eir claims to Ohio grid
the closing minutes of a score- put Xavier back to the four.
man ire est cores; r.ight side oj. the column, but they supremacy in Ohio. by downing
Team To Compete Af· require all tha-ee Ohio scalps to the lofty Day,ton Flyers, hitherto
less first half, Xavier's rejuven- Cummins punted out and a!flter
ated· MUSketeers bounced· back an exchange of punts, Cummins
assure them of this succeissful unbeaten, by a 12-7 margin.
1
dashed 15 yards to the Xavier 36
ter Month O . f Training. season.
"Doc" Speans' Rockets who have
in the last half to outclass, OU•t- as the quarter ended.
At present the Muskies. have ;bitten the dust .only once this
think and out-fight the \CreighA punt to the Bluejay 25, a
two wins against four losses and season tripped up their Gem City
ton University Bluejays 19-0 at seven yard loss and a 15 yard
That the R. 0. T. C. Pistol a. tie; three victories will tip the Viisitors in no uricertiain terms,
Xavier stadium last Saturday.
penalty found Creighton on its Team will be picked before the lba1ance to .the !favoraible largely due to. the efforts of a
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'Snap' Courses Made Snappier
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Retreat
venient no-gap opening. No buttons, no
two Musketeers, Frank Duda and
Ohapel Hill, N. C.-'(AOP).Gene Keller, were there to rehulk,.,
no bind! In four different leg
Day of Recollection will be "Ponies," used furtively by genceive it but Keller· dropped the
lengths-Short, Midway, Knee and Long,
ball and the Bluiejays took it on sponsored by the Xavier Alum- erations of school·boys, h'ave tak.their own 20. The halJif ended nae Association on Sunday, De- en the mantle of respectability.
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Interlinear translations of lancember 5, at St. Ursula Academy,
two plays later.
McMillan Street. The exercises guage texts is par·t of a new methQuick-Kick Talents
will ·be conducted by a Jesuit od of teaching outlined in a book,
1Hen'a Furnisl1inga-Street Floor
Starting .the second half Bob priest, and will extend from 9:00 "Interlinear German Reader" and
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g.one in the period Xavier rested erine Doud Memorial Day", in are faculty members.
The reader has printed below
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Cummins cut off his own· right initiated the movement for. an each line of German a literal
translation.
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novelties are promised at
Success Of 'Anthony And Cleopatra' And
Gridders Guests many
this year's dance.
"As usua.1, the PoW Wow will
live up to
name it has earn. Other Stage Productions Are Discussed ~t 0 ~°:J a ~ocw; funfest
ed as being the most uproarious
of the year. Since the
the

"A Doll's llouse" By lbsen Headed By Famil·
•
•
ia1· Famous Dramatist.
BY ROBERT G. GODFREY
Last week the revived Shakespearean dvama "Antony and
Cleopatia," was presented before
Cincinnati playgoers not, judging from the reactions of the
audience, with a great deal of
success. The drama seemed bur-dened with details, and the acting was not always convincing.
The heroic suicide of Mark Antony did not greatly arouse the
emotions. Modern audiences accustomed to realism are not apt
to respond to grandiloquent presuicidal speeches and a subsequent application of the bodkin.
Moreover, one can hardly be expected to sympathize with Antony
who leaves his wife to take the

field against. his friend am!. kiinsman, Octavius Caesar, without
cogent reasons. The death of
Cleopatra, who dies by holding
an asp to her breast, strikes a
more tra·gic note, but is, in no
way, comparable to the death of
Desdemona or Juliet. Tallulah
Bankhead, who takes the part of
this far-fa~ed Queen~ and who
was the chief attractio:i of the
play, .cannot be oeons1dered a
great Shakespearean actress. It
is evident that Miss Bankhead
wm never cause Katherine Cornell serious worry by her advent
as a tragic actress.
Some attended the play last
week because of the interest of
the story of Antony and Cleopatra; some because it was a
Shakespearean drama; but most
came to see the beautiful Alabama girl and former cinema
star in the role of the exotic
Queen of Egypt.
.
The present version of the play
is divided into two acts with

many rapidly changing scenes.
'IA Doll'is House" is a play
with which the student of the
drama or even the general public
is more or less familiar. In regard to this sedson's presentation
in Cincinnati it is well to note
that Ruth G~rdon portrays well
the neurotic Nora Helmer. Miss
Gordon, you will remember, was
the guest star last season in the
old Restoration comedy by William Wycherley ••A Country
Wife" at the oid Vic London
following her successfu'l engage~
ment in New York. Her acting
was much discussed by English
and iAmerican critics, 'both of
whom recognized her abilities
but who disagreed concerning
her accent. The English critics
were, at least, in the eyes of
every American playgoer, wrong.
Dennis Kiing and the two cinema
stars, Paul Lucas and Sam Jaffe,
had the other leading parts. Mr.
King's performance was well received.

I

Xavier's football heroes will be
the guests of honor a·t the coming Pow Wow dance on Thanksgiving night, in the Hotel Gibson
Ball'room. This has been the
custom for rthe past fifteen years,
it was announced today by Paul
Barrett, Chairman of the Pow
Wow.
"One of the prime purposes f.or
the holding of a Pow Wow dance
has been to honor Xavier's foot1ball players," Bar:rett said. "This
year'1the coaches and those players who participate in the Toledo
game will be the guests of the
committee.
''The Order of the Sword and
Plume is striving to carry out
the traditions of the Pow Wow
this year and are planning decorations and amusements which it
hopes will be a fitting climax to
a successful foo·tball season. No
expense is being spared and

Late.st dance craze is the 'Big
Apple' dance, a newel arrangement is being planned by which
all participants will receive a
token for their reward." .
The name of the orchestra was
not divulged at press time.

Iconoclast
(Continued From Page 5)
learning raibout real people and
things but only such as have
passed. If times did not change
history would be valuable as a
sour-ce of supply for the facts of
modern life, but unfortunately
they do; and the man who delights in paging through stories of
the past lives.
Lf hal!f the
time that is given to history
and fiction were devoted to the
.better type of news magazines
we should have a better informed student body and by degrees
a more intelligent citizenry.
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Anchored 47 miles off slzore, the
Nantucket Liglztship guides traffic on
the Atlantic Coast. Mail and supplies
come aboard once a month-one of the
most welcome arrivals is the supply of
Chesterfields.

Chesterfields give
more pleasure to smokers
wherever they are . . .
·On land or sea or in the air
Chesterfields satisfy millions all over the
world. They're refreshingly milder •••
They're different and better•

•.. a taste
that smokers
.like
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